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Free your mind for new ideas.



AVENTOS HF
For the bi-fold lift system:  
front folds up

AVENTOS HS
For the up & over lift system:  
one-part front swings up  
over the cabinet

AVENTOS HL
For the lift up:  
one-part front lifts up 
parallel to the cabinet

AVENTOS HK top
For the stay lift:  
one-part front pivots up

AVENTOS HK-S
For the small stay lift:  
the front pivots up

AVENTOS HK-XS
For the light stay lift:  
the front pivots up
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Take your designs to lofty heights: you can create plenty 
of storage space with wall cabinets right up to the ceiling. 
The integrated opening angle stop prevents a collision 
with the ceiling. Press the wireless switch once and 
the lift system closes softly and effortlessly thanks to 
SERVO-DRIVE. Then add an intelligent plinth solution 
and absolute convenience is guaranteed. 

AVENTOS HK top
For the stay lift:  
one-part front pivots up

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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With living space decreasing, we need to make the best 
possible and most creative use of the available capacity. 
This home office uses a combination of a lift up and side-
board integrated into the living area. A laptop and writing 
utensils can be easily hidden away after work, allowing 
the room to return to its regular cosy environment.

AVENTOS HL
For the lift up:  
one-part front lifts up parallel  
to the cabinet

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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Scandinavian design is popular all over the world and 
for good reason. This kitchen combines our practical lift 
systems with complete ergonomic consideration to give 
a kitchen that will function all year round. Appliances are 
hidden behind a lift-up, that also incorporates a pull-out 
shelf for convenient access, and an integrated flat screen 
on the front of a unit makes it easy to follow a recipe 
without damaging the screen. Surely the most perfect, 
individual kitchen around! 

AVENTOS HL
For the lift up:  
one-part front lifts up parallel  
to the cabinet

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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The bedroom should be a place of retreat, cosy and 
comfortable with discreet lighting that is also enough 
to read a book by. This wall unit with integrated lighting 
provides the perfect solution. The various lift-ups allow for 
storage of books and other necessities, and also contain 
the lighting solution. Our practical plinth solution, means 
items stored in the upper units are still within easy reach.

AVENTOS HF
For the bi-fold lift system:  
 front folds up

AVENTOS HK top
For the stay lift:  
one-part front pivots up

AVENTOS HK-S
For the small stay lift:  
the front pivots up

AVENTOS HK-XS
For the light stay lift:  
the front pivots up

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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It is possible for a kitchen unit with a low internal cabinet 
depth to offer more storage than is visible at first glance. 
Small cabinets sunk into the wall reveal their surprise 
internal storage when the stay lift is opened. Thanks to 
the thin fronts, the lift systems appear especially elegant 
and our mechanical opening support system ensures 
ease of use. 

AVENTOS HK-XS
For the light stay lift:  
the front pivots up

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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This is a great use of our AVENTOS stay lift. Curved 
wooden fronts turns this hallway into a designer solution. 
The overlay of the up & over lift systems can also be used 
as a unique handle. Thus everything is hidden away, but 
also easily accessible.

AVENTOS HS
For the up & over lift system:  
one-part front swings up over  
the cabinet

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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A uniform design gives a feeling of simplicity and is easy 
to accomplish, but being able to combine different types 
of units, finishes and colours will achieve a more design-
led feel. Different solutions are often required and can be 
very effective when used in conjunction with our different 
motion technologies. An excellent opportunity to indulge 
in your creativity.

AVENTOS HF
For the bi-fold lift system:  
 front folds up

AVENTOS HK top
For the stay lift:  
one-part front pivots up

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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A spacious island kitchen turns a functional room 
into a sociable space for entertaining. Thanks to the 
sophisticated light-filled cabinets, and the mirrored 
plinths, the island seems to float. The suspended wall 
cabinets above the island with their aluminium frames 
and frosted glass intensify the feeling of weightlessness. 
The AVENTOS lift ups support the design, giving easy 
access to cabinet interiors, which in combination with  
the plinth step, maximises storage space.

AVENTOS HK top
For the stay lift:  
one-part front pivots up

AVENTOS HL
For the lift up:  
one-part front lifts up parallel  
to the cabinet

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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A living space less ordinary. This room is full of quirky 
storage solutions, creating a design-led feature. Instead of 
a boring living room wall, each element stands on its own 
and creates a focal point. The individual pieces of wall 
storage work well together with an asymmetrical bi-fold, 
up & over and stay lift design, while the plinth step below 
provide optimal access and additional storage space.

AVENTOS HF
For the bi-fold lift system:  
front folds up

AVENTOS HK top
For the stay lift:  
one-part front pivots up

AVENTOS HS
For the up & over lift system:  
one-part front swings up over  
the cabinet

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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The serving hatch is currently experiencing a revival. 
It has always been practical, and now, thanks to a 
modern interpretation, this classic solution is finding 
a new popularity. With one touch, all storage items 
are accessible in the wall cabinet with its up & over lift 
system - the elegant 8 mm thick, continuous marble front 
adds to the sleekness of the unit. 

AVENTOS HS
For the up & over lift system:  
one-part front swings up over  
the cabinet

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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Some practical items should probably be stored out of 
sight, behind a lift system. Decorative or valuable items 
on the other hand, look great on show, but may also need 
to be protected. A glass display cabinet with a narrow, 
dark, aluminium frame is both an optical and practical 
solution. As for the furry members of the family, you can 
also create an additional place of retreat via a suitable lift 
system solution.

AVENTOS HK-XS
For the light stay lift:  
the front pivots up

AVENTOS HL
For the lift up:  
one-part front lifts up parallel  
to the cabinet

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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Design features are becoming more and more 
adventurous! Surprise your customers with unique 
furniture ideas. This dining room table is a family gathering 
area, a room separator and, surprisingly, a home 
entertainment centre all at the same time. A TV screen is 
concealed in the lift up which integrates perfectly into the 
furniture thanks to a mitre. It is nearly invisible when not in 
use, but appears with a light touch of the electrical switch.

AVENTOS HL
For the lift up:  
one-part front lifts up parallel  
to the cabinet

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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Square rooms are particularly good for use as a modern 
open plan kitchen with an integrated eating area so 
that no one is left out of any of the fun during food 
preparation. The suspended wall cabinet gives access on 
both sides, with contents easily accessible at all times. 
The electrical motion support system SERVO-DRIVE 
provides additional convenience.

AVENTOS HS
For the up & over lift system:  
one-part front swings up over  
the cabinet

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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Create connecting elements that allow spaces to merge 
together. The solid wooden fronts in the kitchen area 
sit alongside bi-fold lift systems with narrow aluminium 
frames and frosted glass, incorporating a suitable lighting 
scheme for the eating area. This is how you harmoniously 
merge the design so that it all fits within the respective 
living space.

AVENTOS HF
For the bi-fold lift system:  
front folds up

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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A wall unit in the bedroom can provide huge amounts of 
additional storage in a design-led fashion. It doesn't have 
to be simply storage for clothing, shoes and accessories; 
finding space for a home theatre might be somewhat 
unexpected, but can make perfect sense! Thanks to a 
wide bi-fold lift system with an electrical opening support 
system, a light touch is all that's needed to get everything 
ready for a cosy night in. 

AVENTOS HF
For the bi-fold lift system:  
 front folds up

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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This large window façade ensures a light-filled, airy kitchen. 
Cabinet doors would conceal the view and intrude into the 
space, lift systems are a much more practical solution, 
they simply move up out of the way. Lift systems can be 
used to conceal unsightly kitchen appliances such as a 
food processor or microwave. Thanks to SERVO-DRIVE, 
one touch and the appliances are ready for use and then 
disappear just as quickly when finished with.

AVENTOS HK top
For the stay lift:  
one-part front pivots up

AVENTOS HL
For the lift up:  
one-part front lifts up parallel  
to the cabinet

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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Merging living spaces is a popular solution in today's busy 
homes. Wall units are a great way to bring the different 
elements of the space together. The kitchen area moves 
harmoniously into the dining area with suspended units 
marking the borders. Access to the units is easy with a 
suitable AVENTOS lift system.

AVENTOS HS
For the up & over lift system:  
one-part front swings up over  
the cabinet

AVENTOS HK top
For the stay lift:  
one-part front pivots up

AVENTOS HK-S
For the small stay lift:  
the front pivots up

AVENTOS HL
For the lift up:  
one-part front lifts up parallel  
to the cabinet

Free your mind 
for new ideas.
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It's all about the proper staging: bulky, but at the same 
time delicate musical instruments are in good hands in 
a large bi-fold lift system, both well protected and easily 
accessible. The elegant design with narrow aluminium 
frames as well as suitable lighting underscores the 
importance of this cherished hobby.

AVENTOS HF
For the bi-fold lift system:  
front folds up

AVENTOS HK top
For the stay lift:  
one-part front pivots up

Free your mind 
for new ideas.


